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Abstract
In tlie paper programs are investigated for the solution 
of si;; problems of linear algobra where the matrices of the 
problems are sparse ones. Linear systems of equations are 
solved in the first four programs, the eigenvalues are 
computed in the 5th and 6th program in the symmetric, non- 
symmetric or band cases. The inverse and determinant also 
are computed in the first program.
1. Introduction
A lot of methods and programs for the solution of the 
problems of linear algebra are known. In the books dealing 
with linear algebra or numerical methods there are sections 
in lihich the methods for the solution of systems of linear 
equations and matri;; inversion are investigated. Moreover, 
the libraries of computer centers contain various programs 
to solve problems of linear algebra.
Large size main memories are needed in computers for 
the solution of large size problems. The solutions of large 
size problems are computed by means of back store, if the 
main memory is not enough for the solution. In this case 
the programs of solutions are more sophisticated and the 
computation takes more time because of the transfer between 
the memories, (see [^ l]).
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Computer manipulation of large size matrices is 
often possible, because the matri:: lias a number of zero 
elements such that it is sparse. The subject of the paper 
is to make known some methods and some programs for the 
solution of linear equations with sparse matrices, for 
the inversion of sparse matrices, for the computation of 
determinant and eigenvalues of sparse matrices.
The main memory can prove to be small in case of a 
not very large computer even if we utilise possibilities 
of sparsity of large size matrices. Our programs /encept 
the first one/ are made for small computers. The second, 
third and fourth programs during the computation use the 
back store /disc/ also to store the matrices, they have, 
however such an organization that the transfer times 
between the memories are minimal.
Some reviews about programs to handle sparse problems 
can be found in the libraries (see L^3, [Sj, ).
Generally these programs can be used only in large computers 
or there is possible to solve only small problems for being 
used in smaller computers.
Our programs are made in PORTRAIT in the computer CDC 
3300. ie give the memory need at each program.
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2. Problems and methods
The problems and the methods Гог their solution are 
investigated in this chapter. There are given the sparse 
matrix .4= J ~ 4  ■1 ' and the vector i> a { } ,
«- , О . The problems are to solve the system of
linear equation A  X - Ъ  , to invert the matrix A and 
to compute the eigenvalues of the matrix 4  and Get(A).
is to solve the system of linear equation 
or to compute the inverse A  and dct(h).
The Crout method is used for solution. This is the 
following: the matrix A  is factorized A  = L R  by means 
of Gauss elimination, where I— is a lower triangular 
matrix, "R is an upper triangular matrix. The equation 
after the factorization is
(2.1) A x  = i- R x  - i-Lj = Ъ .
The solution of the equation (2.l) is in two steps: the 
successive solutions of the following two equations
(2.2 ) Ц  - Ь  . R  X = bj .
To solve the equations (2.2) is very simple and quich 
because it can be done by means of substitutions ( l_ and 
"R are triangular ) .
The equation A X  * I is solved for inversion by 
means of the Crout method, where I 1з the unit matrix. 
After factorization the equation
A X  = L R X  = L Y - I
Problem 1
A X = b
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is solved in two steps, we have to solve the equations
(2.3) L Y  - Г , "RX  - У .
The equations (2.3) aresolved by thesuccessive substritution 
by columns and their solutions give us the columns of the 
inverse.
During the Gauss elimination the singularity is examined 
and the change о Г rows is done, if it is necessary. lie na time 
the determinant of the matrix is computed.
Problem 2 is to solve the system of linear equation 
A X = Ь  by means of a disc by the help of Gauss
elimination .
The main diagonal of the matrix plays an important 
role during the Gauss elimination. The places "fill in"
(see [9]] ) in the matrix follow the main diagonal and
they can be narked out before the begining of the elimination
4see ul], [2], ) .
This possibility is used in the program, too. By this 
means the program uses also some zero elements in the 
computation, but it becomes simpler.
Let us consider the left part of the matrix. Let j 
be the column index of the first nonzero element in the 
i-th row in the left side of the diagonal. The fill in 
in the i-th row /left of the diagonal/ can occur between 
the j-th and the diagonal columns. Similarly let us consider
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tho upper part of tlie i.:atri::. Let the i-th row index of 
the first nonzero element in the j-th column be in the 
upper side of the diagonal. Tiie fill in in j-th coluimi 
/upper side of the diagonal/ can occur be tween the i-th 
and the diagonal rows. In this manner before having begun 
the elimination we could mark out in tiie ma tria the places 
where the nonzero elements are in the beginning of the 
elimination or the nonzero elements can occur during the 
elimination. Tills reasoning is applied in Program 2 and 
this "marked part" of the matrill is used during the computation 
Je suppose that the marked part of the matrill does not hold 
in the main memory of computer, Je cut the matrix into pieces 
by rows such that both pieces should be contained in the 
main memory of the computer. The pieces of the matrix are 
stored in disc, they are transferred from disc to main memory 
and the elimination is performed between pieces in the 
following way: Elimination is performed in tiie first piece, 
then elimination is performed in the second piece by means 
of tho eliminated first piece, then elimination is performed 
in the third piece by means of eliminated first and second 
pieces etc. Each eliminated piece is rewritten to disc.
Finally substitution is done by means of rewritten pieces 
and the solution is obtained. The [ 1^ is employed by this 
method for the inversion of. a matrix.
Problem j is to solve the system of linear equation
Ax = ö in a band case
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Let us in the matrix
Tlie solution of th.e equation is computed by means of a 
disc with Gauss elimination.
The first part of the band matrim
/that is the <r 4 ) part of the band natria/ is
stored in the main memory, the other parts are stored in 
disc in the following way: there are the elements
a^. (Uk+л, íj-'x + Л, t-к, к-Л,. . . , 2 )
in the first record,there are the elements
CL4i.(t"kv2-' ... Л + 2 ) / (jsicti,
in the second record, etc.
The first elimination step is the elimination of the 
first column of the matrix by means of the first row
Aof the matrix . Then the first row of the matrix
is transferred to disc, the first column of the matrix 
was eliminated and the first record from disc is connected 
to matrix A  ^ . The new matrix /with size ( k+ Л ) * ( к + Л ) / 
is the A  4 matrix and the previous steps are repeated 
in it. The difference is that after each step a new record 
from disc is connected to the eliminated part of the matrix. 
These steps are followed till each record from disc is 
connected to the part matrix. Then the substitution is
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performed /that is the solution is obtained/ by means of 
the eliminated parts in disc.
Problem k is to solve the system of linear equations 
A *  » lo in symmetric band case. Consider in matrix
Q 4 = Q îL and = °  * lf |l_3 l > l < -
The solution of the equation is computed by means of disc 
with the Choleshy method. The matrix A  is factorized 
Д  =. ]_1^  /where 1_ and "R are triangular matrices/ by 
means of the Choleshy method. Then the equations
(2.4 ) Ц  = b , "й* = 4
are solved by means of substitution. The program reserves 
an A, place of size lc (Vc \À)/2~ in the main memory for a 
part of the band matrix. All the band matrices are stored 
in a disc. The factorization is performed in A 4 in Ю 
steps. Before each elimination step a row of band matrix 
from disc is connected to A  * and after each elimination 
step a factorized row from A  4 is rewritten on disc. The 
factorised matrices are built up by means of this rewritten 
part. The substitution is performed by means of this 
rewritten part.
Problem 5 is the computation of the eigenvalues of a sparse 
symmetric matrix.
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First the symmetrical variant of the Lanczos method.
is applied for a sparse symmetrix matrix A . This takes 
place as follows: (see £73» £lo~] ) : Starting from the




= A v k -<*>W ~r k-/(
иcD? 1) Vfrb+A
4 « - ^k-M IPu.
f or X = , n . The matrix
]




is similar to matrix A  . Then the eigenvalues of the matri 
T  are computed by means of the implicit method.
The application of the Lanczos - QR method for the 
computation of the eigenvalues of sparse matrices is 
very practical, because the computation of ^2.5) is very 
easy in a sparse case too /whether in case of packed store 
form, or disc store/. The matrix T  bui 11 up by £2.6 ) is 
tridiagonal and symmetric, therefore the application of QR 
method is possible in large size too. Nevertheless the
method is stable
The vectors \ /'k are orthonormalized vectors. However 
the orthogonalizm is gone wrong during the computation. 
Therefore a re-orthogonalization is necessary /see £loJ). 
A new orthogonal vector is generated, if becomes 0.
Problem 6 is the computation of eigenvalues os a sparse 
nonsymmetrie matrix.
First the Lanczos method is applied for the sparse 
matrix A . This is the following: Let 0 o~ О and vectors 




=/^  ~ ^ k-wSJk-Л
T / T
Ck a +4 **■**/ 4* x k
for W  = ИI 2, ^ . The matrix
(2.8) T
k>4 Си 
A b z  С г
is similar to the matrix M  . Then eigenvalues of the 
matrix T  are computed by means of the bisection method 
/see [4], [5] ) . This is the following: The number of
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the chance of the sien in the sequence
(2.9) /I, del C B „ -p lJ , det (З г -р 12) ,  - - del  p in )
is equal to the number of" eigenvalues which is less than 
p. (î>t and -i c denote the left upper minor matrices of 
33 and 1 - ) The computation of sequence (2.9 ) is very 
fast for matrix ( 2.8 ) .
The vectors and are biorthogonal vectors.
However the biorthogonalizm is gone wrong during the 
computation. Therefore a re-biorthogonalization is necessary 
/see £ )  • A new biorthogonal vector is generated if
X k or Ljk becomes 0
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3. Tue programs
Sx:i programs are discussed in tliis cliapter Гог the 
solution оГ the six problems which were described in the 
previous chapter. The constructions of the input and 
output dates in the programs are different, therefore we 
discuss those separately.
The programs have been made in EGRTRAII in computer 
CDC 3300. Jo give the store need in CDC CORE nomination:
1 qp /quarter pace/ = 512 words with 2k bites,
1 seg /segment/ in disc = 2o qp.
Program 1 ' the solution оГ the system оГ sparse linear 
equation -iX =• Pi , or inversion оГ a sparse ma trim 
/see Problem 1/.
The main program reads the parameters II, I?,ITY,E?S 
in form /3I5> 316.7/ from cards, reads the nonzero elements 
of the matrix and their indexes from Tile ЛО in form 
/3/215 » P'ló. 7//, then prints the input dates. The negative 
row index after the nonzero element denotes the end of dates 
During the input the program built up the array Д О С * )  
from diagonal elements, the array A^(') from elements 
outside of the diagonal and the array M 4/) from the row 
or column indexes of nonzero elements. The arrays AÁ 
and М /  are in C012101I. The program uses the lihhed list
the input, the programmanner for store
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calls the corresponding SUBROUTINES and the solutions 
depending on the parameters are written out.
Parameter list:
N : order of the matrix A;
IP=0 : A=LR factorization;
IP= -1: A=LR factorization, computation and output of
* - Athe inverse M  by columns ;
IP=m : A=LR factorization, then times: the right hand 
side is read from file 2o, in form /5Е 1 5 .5/» 
the solution is computed and written out;
IP C -1: the matrix is written out only;
NY=0 :; the matrix is written out before and after the 
factorization;
NY=1 : the matrix is written out before the factorization;
NY=2 : the matrix is written out after the factorization;
NY=3 : the matrix is not written;
EPS : parameter for singularity investigation. If the
pivot in the K— th step of elimination is less 
than EPS in absolute value the exchange of rows 
is performing. The program seeks the greatest 
element by column.
The SUBROUTINES:
LR factorizes the matrix A=LR;
CS performs the exchange of roi;s. A marie of exchange is 
given;
NYTAB executes the output of the matrix;
ф
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VTSZ executes the back substitution to solve the equation 
AX=B;
NYX prints the solution X.
The program using 84 qp in core, 5 seg in disc in 
CDC 3300 enables the computation of problems for N 1000, 
the number of nonzeros —  55oo /nonzeros at the start, or 
becoming nonzeros during computation/, the number of 
nonzeros in the rows—  2oo.
The list of the program:
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M1(2* 4)"J 




А 1 С 4) = В (К)





GOT 0 8 
99 CONTI NU-




IF(NY.GT.l) GOTO 90 
CALL NYTAB(4,M3,A0)
9Ü CONTINU*
CALL LR(N,43, A 0 ,4 1 1, 421, E® S, 45 ,9 , X> 
IFÏNY.EG. l.OR.NY. ЕЭ.З ) GOTO 91 
CALL NYTAB(N,43,A0)
91 C CNT T NUL
IF(IP.EQ.O) GOTO 9 8 
IF(IP.GT.Ü) GOTO 20 
DO 39 M = 1,N 
00 3 1 1 =1,4
31 F (11=0.
MM= MS ( M )
в (им) =i.
CALL VlSZ(N ,44, IP, AO ,9, O  
CALL NYV<N,H,X)
39 CONTINUE 
2 0 R 1 N O 2
DO 29 M=1,IP
THE RIGHT H A ) Э SIOE IS READING
PEAD(2,21) (9(1), 1=1, N)
21 FORMAT (5E15.5)
CAl L VISZ (N,4 ,1®, AO, 9,0 








SUBROUTINE CS(K,N,M3,ä1*Mi i *M21»Ms*EPS)
Г-
r THF SUBROUTINE Cf PERFORMS the FXCHANGE OF
DIMENSION AO(N),Mll(Nl*«Bi(M)*MS(N)





T F (J1.CQ.O GOTO в 
IP(A.GF.ARS(Al(J))) GOTO ^




3 IF(A.LT.EPS5 GOTO 21
THF PIVOT ELEMENT iS CHOSEN FROM J2-TH O0W
J2«M1(2*K<)
AK'sAP (X)
AO (K) sAl (<<!)
A1(KK)=aK 
Ml ( 2*KK ) = J?;
MSr=Mç(<)
MS(K)rMS(J23 
MS ( J? ) *»*S 1 
AJaAO(J2)
A 0 ( J ? ) = 0 
KlsK-1 




IF(Il.EQ.O) GOTO 4 
IF (Ml (2*14) .EO.K) I3 = T 4- 
IF(Ml (2*1 A).EQ.J2) Ml(?*Ti)=K 





11 Tl" = Ml (2*1-1)









Tr (I5.fO. ) GOTT 'О 
Ir (Mi (?*T4)«NF. I2) РОтг u  
A = Al(ТА)Al (I 6)=А1 (I)
T G =М 11 ( J2)
Ml1 ( I?) =M3 
MJ (2-°-T*5 — 1 ) =M3M3=M4*i
M1 (2*15 ) =1 2; 







Al (T 5)я A1 (I)
GOTO 1J
1 A T4=M1 (?*I4_1)
GOTO 15 
1C 15-мц ( J?)
Ml T ( 12) =M3 
Ml(2*lb_l)=M3 





On 34 *3*<1»K2 
l=K3 + 4 
П SK
25 IF(M1 (?*J-1 ) .EQ.O) GOTO' ? G 
TF(Ml(?*J>.NE.J?> GOTO ?4 27 if (Ml (2*J1 ) .ЕО.кЗ) GOTO' 7-> 
IF (Ml (G*J1 ) .GF. )2) GOTO' 3i TF (Ml (?* Il-J ) .FO. ) 6ПТП Gf, 
31 JlrMi (?*J1 .j )
GOTO 2724 J =mi (2* J-l )
GOTO ?5 ?h T5=Mii>J?)
MIT (I?) м3 
Ml (2*i5_l )=M3 
МЗгМЗ*1 
Ml ( 2 * T 5)яКЗ 
Al ( I 5 ) = A 1 (J.)




M1 (?*<-l ) = ^1 (2* 2.1 )
Ml (2*0 *M1 (2* 12)
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*1 ,2» i?-l ) -L1 
M] (7» 17) :L  ?
Д=Д1t ' )
A] (К)rA 1 ( I?)
Д1 ( J’) Г A 
T-J??P T) _'M (?*T )
IF ( 11 ,n, " ) RnT't 





21 COm t t''|Uf
PRINT ?0,M,i<
20 FOrmi\t ( 1 ? Hi S I MG iL ART > • ? T S / / ) 
STOP
16 conttvjue:
THF MAP< OF EXCHANGE .
p Rt’-jt 33,<,J2 
33 fopmít ( 7H :SF.RF!*?T5) 
I=m 11(J2)
M " l  ( 1 ( K )
Ml 1 ( <)= T 
ОГТНРМ
fno
SURPO'JTINE NYTAg (W.M3. SQ 1
THF çlJRRniJTT ME HVT'P FK'mTFt; THF OUTPUT OF 
OTMENSION AO(N)
ГОммом /2 / A 1 ( c50 n ) • m 1 M  1 0 0 “ )
MS-?*м3 
OPtMt 1(N
DPTHT 2♦ (А Э ( I ) , T = ’ » N )
PPjMT 7,(41 ( J ) , Tsl ,M3>
PRTfJT 3.(T,I=l.lClОРТИТ 1 . (Mi (I ) , T =i ,M5)
3 FORMAT(/) IT 9/)
1 FORM 4 TM 0 ( 15 * TA 1 >
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Program 2 is Гог solution оГ a system оГ sparse linear 
equation by means оГ disc /see Problem 2/.
Tile program reads from file 10 tlie parameters 17,119 ,3PS 
in form /219, З15.5/, then the nonzero elements оГ the 
matrix and their indexes from file 2o in form /3/316.9,
2X5/. The nonzero elements should be stored in file 2o by 
rows. After the last element there must be one negative row 
index. Finally tile right-hand side is read from file jO in
form /5FI5 .9/.
The program during the reading by means of GUBUCUTIIIE 
R3ITDEZ built up the sparse matrix in disc. During the 
computation the pieces of the matrix as unit are transferred 
between tlie main memory and disc memory. The program calls tiie 
SUBROUTXilS SLED which computes the solution. Then the solution 
is written out.
Parameter list:
17 : the number of the equations;
119 : the maximal size of one piece ;
SPS : parameter to investigate the singularity.
The program using Яп cp in core and seg
in disc is suitable for the solution of an equation with 
NélOOO, 1Т9<Л000, number of pieces of nonzero elements ICO. 
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С THF PrOGd aM FOI VES THF SRftRSF LINEAR SYSTEM WITu HELP ON THE 
C FUBrO'JT T NE Sl.EO, THF PROGRAM CARRIES OUT THE ImPIJT FROM
C EILE 2".RY M E A N F HF Sh p ROIJt INF RtNDtZ
C CONSTRUCTS THF MATRIX IN DISC * CALLS THF SUBROUTINE SLED AND
C PRINTS THF fOLUt tON,
C PADAMEtFRF I
C N - THc MliMnpc of FOHAylONS »
C N9 _ MAY LFNSJH of A p ar t OE THE MATRIX I
C FPS - THE p a RaMfTfo FOR INVESTIGATION Uf tmE SINGULARITYc thf p r o g r a m u f e s the foli o w t n o a r r a y s :
C Ml (I) - THE MIJMRFP of NONZERO ELEMENTS LEFT Tp THF DIAGONAL IN THE
C I- TH ROW <
C М2 (I) - THF NIJMBFP qf NON7FR0 ELEMENTS RIGHT TO THE DIAGONAL IN
C THF T -Th Row *
C IO(K)»1 IS THE F T H FT Row INDEX IN THF K-TH PART OF THt MATRIX»
C ID(к♦1) IS thf LAST ROW NUMBER IN THE K -TH DART OF THE MATRIX»
C M(j) j THE COLUMN INDEX OF THE NON7ERO ELFMENis RIGHT TO THE
C DIAGONAL, F' irCFFS T VEL Y BY ROWS .
Cc t hf p r o g r a m iisfs Such a a pr t of m a t r i x in w h t c h t hf e l e m e n t s a k e n o n-
C 7FRn. dr MDN7EP0 FLFMENTF CAN APPEAR DiiRINo THE ELIMINATION ,
C
DIMfNSTON М1(1000).мгп000)»мЧ(1000)»М4Ц000)»М(300о)«ТО|101И|Э<
13)» л  П I ,IM(loi) ,7 Û ( 10 1 )
?|Д (4 000) »H flOOO) »X(1ОПО)
COMMON /10/ A.R,X.M 
REWIND *0
READ f 1 d . 11 ) N.ND,t-pc
PRINT 11 » N t M9,FpS 
REWIND ’0
CALL RFNDE7 IN, N9,Mi ,M?,-n ,M4.ID*T3.J1« IM,1 A )
REWIND 30 




м3 ( у ) =м 3(1-1 )+m?(t_'1 )*m ! < t ) ♦ 1 
41 CONt TNmf 
M4 1 s2
DO 112 1з2 ,m




114 M 4 (I)sM4{T_i)*H’ (T-’)
112 CONt TNMî-
DO 34 k ,1,NQ 
34 A(K)=0
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CALL SL^D(N,ID,M1,ui,«4,No.IM» I A,EPS)
Output of the solution
PRINT ?7
PRINT 30* (T*X(I) ,1 = ] « N )
27 FORMAT (1AH1 THE $0|_ I IT I ON \ / / \
11 FORMAT fRie*Ele;.';)13 FORMAT (Ç(E1S.P))











SUBROUTINE REMOFZ fM.MQ.Ml,М?,МЗ»M4,ID » 13,Л ♦IM,I A)
DIMENSION Ml (1 ) ,M-»0 ) .м3 (1 ) ,м* (1) ,ID (1 ) .13 (1 ) ,J1 (1 » . IM C1 > tIA (1) 
COMMON /10/ Л (4000)|ЯÍ1000’»*(1000),M(3000)
тнр SUBROUTINE RFNOE7 nUTLTS иР THE MATRIX IN DISC AND THF ARRAYS 
Ml,M?,jn,TA AND TM dv M F A N S OF TNPUT.
L = 1 
IOl.l
id ( mi ) aL-iK = 0 
К A »0 
1831 
K3 = l
INPUT OF NONZFRO f|_Em f NTS t A(I*J)* I« J, WHERE т TS THE ROW » J is 
THE COLUMN TNDEx . RERFoRm a t IUN BY FORMAT 9. tHE FNO Mark IS I<0.
6 RE Ao C?1,9) (X(T)*TO(Tl*Jl ( I)* I*1*3)
PRINT R. (X (T) , П ( П  ,J1 (I ) ,T*1 .3)
DO 1 131,7
IE ( 13 f J ) » ?5,1,2















Ll*L*l L?*m 1(l )*1 
DO 7 Jxl,L2 
KAl*KA> )
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J4*|_
IF IM* (I.) .Fn.L) )4=L ♦ 1
14 IF(м3(TÎ) .FO.n,4Nn.M4fJ4).FO.O) GOTO 8
K*K*1
I F  (М3 ( T 4 ) -  M 4 ( J 4 > )  1 1 * 1 2 , 1 312 M(К)s41 ( I4)
КД 3 KA*l
A(KA)з Д (14)
14= J 4♦1 
J4* J4♦1 
ROTO 1A
13 IF(M4 ( 14).MF.n) GOTO IF
16 К A*KA ♦ 1
А(КД)s4 (14)






11 IF(м3(14) .FO.n) GOTO IF 




DO 20 J=K5*K 
L2=i_ 1 ♦ I-K5 
20 M4(|_?)sM(J)
K3= 1
DO 33 l = l*>
33 G(J)=0.
IF(KA.LT.N9.AND.Io .FÜ.O) GOTO 3 
IA(iDl)sKA 
TM (ID! > =K
WRITE (1 ) (A (J), 1*1 ,KA)
WRIt F ("*) (M(J) , J=1 ,*>
WRItE (4) (»«(J) , is) ,K)
DO 24 i=1*kA 
24 A(J\= 0
ID1 a ID1*1 
ID(ini)3L-1 
do ?a i=i*k





9 FORMAT (3 (Flft.q,2T*) )




IF (мД (I 0) -L 6 ) 31,04,34
33 CONTINUE




32 к 1 »м3 (L 5 ) + L6-I ?
35 К 1 =к 1 - i?
A(Ki)sA(K1)-A( I.6» > *" (Ll 4 )
S I  CONT i Ni i f
R (L?) <L2) -ft (1.5) *n < IF)
29 CONTINUE 
3 00 49 |.2*I? , I 4
К 1 =мЗ (1.2 ) - J-
IF (ARS (A (Kl ) ) .LT.roc;) ПОТО 85 
S (L?)=R(L2)/А (Kl )
T 13-L2*1
по 110 T = Il 0•T 4 
if <i-l?,g t.mi ( I ) ) rom im
LG=m3(I)♦L2-I-JP 
R ( I ) sB ( T ) - A ( LF ) *4 и. 9 )
110 CONjINilF
L4=4?(L?)
DO Д9 l.*l *L4 
L5=m3 (L?) *L-J?
A(L5)sft(LS) /А fKl)










DO 4? 1 = 1 *1 о
L1=m4(Ti*J-1 
IF (мО (1Т ) -L8 ) 4’ tA->,45
42 CONTINUE
43 L7 = m3(t ) ♦ J
41 L7 = L7- I?
A(L7)=A(L7)-A (1_5)#Л {L5 i 
49 CONfINMF
IF ( 10 ( Il *1 ) _N ) 46,47,4746 i a13i a ,tm2)
WRItF (7) ( A (T > ,T=1,TAl )
Jl=jl*l 
F n Df I l F 2 





47 ENDr T LF 2 
IM3-IM(TM?)
REAn (А) (МП(I) ,T=i ,1^7)
ROTO <?o
64 CALL R a fKSTfP ( J h2 )
CALl R«CKSTPP(1h2)
CALi BArKSTFP ЦН*1 
CALL BahKSTpP ( 1M4 )
T A1 -I A (TM2)
Xm 3 _ i m ( t m 2)
REAn(2) ( A ( T)«Ial,TAl1
REAR ( 4 , ( МП( T ) , I a l , IMR)
IM2=TM?-1 
94 L3aIГ) ( II ) +1 
L As г n ( |1*1|
L5 = 0
IF (L^-L^.l ) GO TO ->f,
LR = m3 (L3-1 ) *M? (1-3-1 )
76 L1=m3 (m >-Lc




63 DO *8 T=L3,lA 
k i=l a -t*l3
X(К1)-о(К1 )
S = 0
LR = m? (*, )
L7 =M A(*1)
ПО *8 )=Ы «
L 6 s L 7 + . I - 1  
LllaM3 (К1 ) *J-| s 
ll=M0(L4)
68 X (К 1 ) =x (К1 )-A (L1 1 ) ( T 1)
IF(jl) 67*67, f,q
85 PRINT e6,L?,13,tA.kï ,A (Kl 1




Program 3 is Гог tlio solution оГ ci system оГ linear equation 
with band matri;: /ооо -'гоЫом 3/•
Tile solution is computed in 3ÜT5IICUTIITID SZALAG. Je 
can call it:
.T - 3,1 и 1.1 r -, у j
where II is the number оГ oquati on. Tlie bandwidth is 2.1/
The parameter jDPS investiСл-tos the singularity. ХГ the
pivot element in absolute value j_ G less than IPS a marl:
is written out and the соmputat 1 Oil stops. There is a
s tatement
CCi — -Gu /1/ A 1 ^
in subroutine, •where AC') .h G CUT. a n •ay Гог the leTt uppo:
part оГ tile band matri:: / tlie sicc is (, л+<0 * ( К + Л ) ) , (. ' )
is an array Гог tlio right band sise оГ equation. Tbc 
other parts of the band matri:; should bo written in the 
Tile 1 in disc such as it was discussed in Problem 3•
The solution is computed in array 1 and it is written out.
The subroutine usine CG qp in core and 2C0 seg in disc 
is suitable -or solving an equation with Il£=7ooo, Iltloo, 
/but IT. II d  J . 1 !C~>/ .
The list оГ the program:
—  33 - •
S l l p p T I T l N E  SZALAG rN. K . r Ps \ 
r
r THf s m ^ n i J T l M E  SZAl ^ ö SOLVES A SYSTEM of  F J U í r n ^ i  WTTH BANn M A T R I X  .
r t h f  e t r s t  ( K ^ i ) « ( K « i )  п д ч т  o f  b a n d  i s  i n  a r r a y  a at  t h f  r e f i n i n g
r THfN ONE ROW A\iD rOL' iMN ‘'RE TRANSFERRED r p n M‘ F t l E 1 SUCCESSI VELY
r A^n I T WI LL r E c Oki ' I t  r TEO w I T h ^ A Y R I x a .
r AFt e d  EACH ELl Ml MATTOM STEP ONE row i s  WRTTt f U t o  THF f i l e  ? .
Г THF ВЛСК- S J R S T T T I I T I O M  TS CARRI ED OUT WTTH Hl LP OF r I L F  2 .  THE RI GHT HAMO
r s i d e  I S  I N  VFCTOR pi. f tRPAYS A AMO B ARr  I и f d m m ON .
Г PAPAMf TFR ERS. LOOKS POR S t m OULARI TY . IN CASE OF S I N G U L A R I T Y  A C E R T A I N  
г МАРК I S  WRI TTEN OUT .
r  PARAMETERS : f f  TS THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS *
Г К I S  THE HALF WI DTH OF BAND .
c t h f  s o l u t I Ом t s f Or^ f ^  т ц  a h * ay  в .
P
DI ME N SI ON  A . ( l o i  « l o i »  ' 0 ( 7 0 0 0 )  » C ( 201>
COMMON1 / 1  /  A / / B  
N i b N - 1 
K l вК+1  
К Р в К +K1 
REWIND 1 
DO 10 L = 1 « N 1
I E ( A R S ( л ( 1 » I ) ) . L T . F P S l  GOTO 11 
Al =1/A(* • 1 )
0 0  1 J = 2 , k  
1 A (1 , I) * A i *A.< 1 , J )
В ( l  ) sAI  * B  (LI)
DO 2 1=2 » К 1 
T 1 =L * I - 1
Я ( 11 ) an 11 г ) -А ( T » 1 ) *в ( I )
oO 2
? A ( T =A ( I  ,  j )  _A ( 1 ,1  ) * A ( 1  , I,
Wr I T F ( ? )  ( A T I , J ) » 1=2 » к ) )
ПО 3 T = 1 • К 
0 0  3 J = 1 t  К 
В A < I , | ) =A ( T «.1 , j* 1 )
ПО A I  a l  » К I  
A < К 1 . П  =0 
A A ( T , k l ) = 0
I F ( L - N  + K ) S', 1 0 . 1 0
5 REÄD ( A) ( C'( I  ) » 1 = 1 .  K2,  
no q i * i . к 
A ( K 1 . I ) = C ( I )
J = K 2 - T  *1  
о A ( I  » * l  ) =C < J)
Л ( к 1 . К 1 ) = С ( К 1  ) 
l o  CONTI NUE  
. L=N
I F  ( AoS (A ( 1 .  1 )> .1. T . E R S )  GO ТП И  
R ( N ) = g ( N ) / А Д 1 . I )
F ^ nE TLF  ?
c a l l  b a c k s t e p ( г и г  >
-  34
Г'О 6 !_ = 1.N1 
L I = M - L
CALL 4 A C K S T E P ( 1 H 2 )
REAP (?) (Л (1, X) . 1-1 tM 
CALL RACKSTEP( 1 m 2 )
ПО f> T s 1 .<
I 1 = L 1 * T
6 4 CL1 ) =B (LI )-A (1 , I > *H(T1)
OOTO 13
11 PRINT 12*L.A(1, 1 )
12 F O R M Á T U M  S 7 I m h .  ! , T n . r i n . 5 )
1  ^ COMTTMIIF
RftijR'J
ENO
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Рг о стала h is Гог the solution оГ a system оГ the linear 
equations with symmetric band matri:: /see Problem h/.
The program reads the parameters IT, ITU, EPS in form 
/2X5, FlO/ from cord, where IT is the half width of band,
HIT is the number of equations, EPS investigates the 
singularity. If the pivot in Choieshy ft.ctorisr tion is 
less then EPS in absolute value a marh is written out and 
the computation stops. The program reads in the way of row 
the right part3 of matrir from file 1, buiIts up in a 
one-dimensional array А /а (II-:-1)x (îT+1 ) sine part of the 
band matrir/ and applies the Choieshy factorisation for 
this part. After each step one row of the factorised matri 
is rewritten into file 2 in disc. After Ш1 steps the 
factor matri:: is formed in file 2. Then the program reads 
the right hand side from file 3 and by means of ( 2 . Ij- ) 
the solution is computed. The solution appears in array 
В and it is written out.
The program using 83 qp in core and 200 seg in disc 
is suitable for the solution of an equation with ITKèiôllO, 
ITi.179 , /but IT.ITI'-d 10ü/.
The list of the program:
-  36 - •
DIMENSION A {1 f, 11 0 ) , P ( 1 A 11 0 ) »N(179) ,C(17R) 
PQUlVALENCr (A ( 1 ) . R f1> >
COMMON /10/ A 
r
r THF P r o g r a m  So l V f-s  a f v St c m  O r  LI NEAR e q u a t i o n  w i t h  c SYMMETRIC RANn Ma t R I y nF MEAN OF CHOLEVSKY METHOD 
r







M ( T ) = 0  M 1 aN
DO 1 Kt’.N 
M(k )sM(*-i)+Mj
1 M13M1-1
DO 2 1=1 ,Nm
2 A(I)=0
Do 10 KK=1,mK REaD (1, ( A - 1 , , 1 . 1 , 4 ,
N1=N-1 
S = л (1 )DO 3 I = ’ , N 
Ml-M(I)*1
3 S = S-A ( M l )*A (Ml )
S = SQRT ( R)
A (1)=S
I F (S.LT.EPFl OOTO о 
DO 4 I=*»N 
1 1 = N - 1 ♦1 
S1=A ( I >
DO 5 J =
Ml-M( J ) * 1  
M2-M ( J )♦I5 Sl=Sl-A (Ml )*Д ( M-3 )
A A (T)=S1 /S
DO 6 1=1,N 
M1-M ( I)♦1
6 С (I)=A(Ml)
WRI TE ( ?)  ( С ( I  ) ,  1 = 1 ,N>
DO 7 Kl=l,Nl 
DO 7 L=1,K1 
K=N-K1 
I=M(K )+L♦1 
J=M ( K t I ) *L









REa D ( 2 1 ( C f T ) « I a l * M )
K1=N*K 
S*n ( К11 
DO 12 Ta2,N 
K?aKl-T*l
12 S=S-R<K2)*r(I)
11 R (Kl ) s*S/C (1 )
no 13 KalfNK 
CALL BACKSTFP(1H2)
R E a O ( 2 )  ( C ( T ) , I = 1 , M )
К1 sN3-tr ♦ 1
CALL Ba CKSt F P ( 1 4 2 )
П ( к  1 ) =o ( К1 ) /С (1 )
ПО 1A Tal.N”
K2sKl-T
14 В ( K 2 ) a n f K 2 ) _ R f K l ) * r  ( I * 1 )
13 c o n t i n u e  
PRTNT 16*N,MK
16 FORMAT n 2 H A MESOLnAS«,/?lÇ//> 
PRINT 1 7. (P (I ) t 1=4,,N-,1
17 F0 RMA T ( 1 0 F l ? . n )
ROTO 14
9 PRTNT 1R»KK,S
l q  F 0 r Ma T ( 1 3 H  SZlNnULAPl*5« ,Tb,E1R.5> IB CONTlNilF 
ENn
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Program 5 is for the computation of eigenvalues of a 
symmetric sparse matrix /see Problem 5/»
The program reads the parameters N, EPS and EPS2 from 
card in form /14,2E16.8/, where IT is the order of matrix,
EPS is the accuracy of eigenvalues and EPS2 investigates the 
singularity. Then reads N+1 number into array IS from file 
2 in form /1515/, which points to the beginning of the rows 
in arrays A and Ы. The nonzero elements of the right-hand side 
of the symmetric matrix and their column indexes are read 
from file 1 in form (4(Ik ,El6.8 ) ) into array Ы and A. The 
nonzero elements in file 1 should be arranged by rows. The 
end of nonzero elements is denoted by a negative index.
The program executes the symmetr'ic Lanczos method. The 
symmetric tridiagonal matrix is formed in array E and 
Df.") . The SUBROUTINE AV (lT,V,S ) is used for the computation
of product S=AV. After finishing the Lanczos method the 
explicite QR method is used for computation of eigenvalues 
of the tridiagonal matrix. It is done in SUBROUTINE QR (ll, 
SMACHEPS,E,D ,1ER ) . The eigenvalues of the matrix are formed 
in array . The serial number, the accuracy of eigenvalue
and the eigenvalues are written out. The SUBROUTINE ORTSIM 
perform the re-orthogonaiization and new orthogonal vector 
V'k is generated, if ll*/kH ^.EPS2.
The program using 65 UP in core and 65 seg in disc is 
suitable for the computation of the eigenvalues of a matrix 
with N é 5OO and the number of nonzero elements 6= 5OOO.
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с
С THE PROGRAM COMPUtS THE FIGENvALUFS OF A SYMMETRIC SPARSE MATRIX.
C THE SYMMETRIC LAC70S METHOD THFN TMF ТМО|_ТСТТ QR METHOD ARt tREO.
C
DIMENSION C(500) »BiROO) ,V<«;00) ,w (R00i .S(500> .11 (5) ,A1 (5)
COMMON / Ю /  M(FOOO) .AfqOOO) *TS(500>
REWIND 1 
REWIND 2
THE INPUT of p a r a m e t e r s :
N - is THF ORDER OF MATRIX 
EPS - IS THE ACCURACY FOR FTGFNVAl u f S 




THE ARRAY ELEMENT IS (I) LOOK«; FOR THF FTRST M0M7ER0 ELEMENT IN ROW I.
READ(2.16) « IS(I)»1 = 1.N1)
K*1
THE N0N7ER0 ELEMENTS AND THEIR COLUMN iNOEXFs ARE READ FROM FILE 1
CALL MILCO(IDO)
PRINT 30.TOO 








10 DO S K=»l ,N
5 V <K > *0.
L 3= 1
NK = 1




V C N1)=1 .
102 CONTINUEWRITF(3) (V(I).Ial.Nl)
C(1)=0
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CALL 0 R T S I M < N , K , W » S » C . E P S ? , T , L 3 » L 4 )
I F ( L 4 . L T . O )  g ot o 1 0 6  
00  11 L * 1 , N  
0 3 V ( L )
V ( L > = W ( L ) / T
11 W ( L ) = 0
6 CONTINUE 
106 I 5 = N K  
N K * K ♦ 1
C ( K O ) » 0
P R I N T  1 3 , ( I V C ( I ) . 8 ( 1 ) , T = I F , N K 1 )
M K 2 = N K 1 - I S  
0 0  1 2 1  1 = 1» NK 2 
I 6 * l F > I - i
С ( I  * 1 ) = C ( I 6 » 1 )
121 p ( I ) = R ( T * )
CALL OR ( N K 2 . E P S . C . B . I F O )
THE E I GEN V AL UE S  END T H E I R  ACCu Ra c *  ARF w o TTTpN OUT
0 0  1 2 4  1 = 1 , NK2 
I 6 a N K 2 “ I ♦ 1 5  
T 7 * N K 2 - I * 1  
C ( I 6 ) a C ( T 7 )
124 R ( 1 6 ) а й  ( 1 7)
NK3 s N K 2 - 1 . I 5
P R I N T  1 2 3 . ( I , C ( I ) * B ( I ) , I * T S » N K 3 )
P R I N T  1 3 0  
I E ( K . G E . M )  s t o p
A NE* ORTHOGONAL VECTOR TS GENERATED , TF W(.) IS SMALL
L 3 = L 3 ♦1  
L 2 » L 3
00 120 1=1.N 
C < I ) = o .
120 R(I)=0 »
I F ( L 3 . G T . N )  GOTO 2 8  
DO 1 1 1  L = L 2 . N  
ПО I ?  1 = 1 , N
12 Ы(I)=0 
W ( L )=1 •
REWI ND 3
00  1 1 3  1 = 1 , К
PEAD ( 3 )  ( S ( J )  , ) = 1 » N 1)
11*0
00  1 1 4  J = 1 ,N 
u=u*5 ( J) ( j)
114 C ONTI NUE  
7 » U / S ( N 1 )
ПО 105 Jal,N 








ПО 116  I  = 1 * N
116 F * F * W < I ) # W ( ï )
T = S O R T ( F)
ПО 117  1 = 1 . N
117 V ( I ) » W ( I ) / T  
Tel.
V ( N 1 > =T
W R I T F O )  ( V ( I  ) , 1 * 1 , N l )
I F ( T . G T . F P S )  GOTO 6 
L 3 = L 3 ♦1 
111 CONTINUE 
28 P RI NT  l l R . K . F P S . T  
STOP
118 FORMAT ( 1 GH W EQUAL 7 E R O . l B , 2 F l 5 . G )
123 e ORMAt  ( 4 H _ E I G . I ^ . 2 e 2 ^ . 1 0 )
13 FORMAT( 1 H 0 . I 5 . 2 E 1 8 . 9 )
15 F 0 R M A T ( 4 ( I 4 , E l 6 . R ) )
16 FORMAT ( 1S T 5 )
17 FORMAT ( I 4 . 2 E 1 6 . 9 )
130 F O R M Á T U M - )
ENq
SUBROUTI NE Q R ( M . SMA C H F P S . F , П , 1 E R )
О I  MENS I  ON E ( 1 ), 0  ( 1 )
THE SUBROUTI NE OR POMPUTFS THc E I GENVALUES By MFAN OF QR METHOD FOR THE 
t h r e e  Ot Ag o n AL m a t r i x ,
I E R * 0
DO 1000 1*2.N 
100 0  F ( I —1 ) * F ( I )
F ( N ) =0  
K * N - 1
0 0  1001  l * i . n
J=0
1 0 0 2 no 1 0 0 3  M*L.K
IF (ABS (E (M)),LF,SMACHFos*(ARs (П(m ,).ABS(О(M.l)))) GOTO 1004
1 0 0 3  CONTI NUE  
M*N
100 4  р=П ( I. )
T F ( M . E O . L ) GOTO 1001  
T F ( J . E Q . 8 0 1  GOTO 1 0 0 5
42 -  -
I = J M
G»(П(L*l 1 -°)/ (?*F(L))
R=SQRT( 1 , * G * G )
0*1.
T F ( G . L T . O . )  O a - 1 .
G e D ( M ) _ P * E ( L ) / ( 0 * 0 # R )
S * l .  
r*l,
P = 0 ( M)
no 1001е) T T = L , MM  
I = M - 1 * L - T I  
F * S * F ( I )
R = C * F ( I >
I F ( ARS ( F ) . L T . A R S ( G ) ) GOTO 1 0 0 7  
C = G/ F





1 0 0 7  C * F / 0  
R = S Q R T ( 1 . * C * C >
E < I  ♦ 1 ) =G*R 
S=C/R
C = l . / R
1 0 0 8  F = C * 0 ( I ) - S # B  
r *C*R-S*p 
R * 0  ( T ) ♦R 
P = C * F - S * R  
GaS*F.C*R
Г) ( I  ♦ 1 ) sP_P  
1 0 0 6  CONTINUE 
П ( L ) *P  
F (L)=G F ( M) =0  
GOTO 100?
1 0 0 1  CONTTNUFГ>0 1 OOP T *1 » N 
K*I
P=D (T )
111 * I ♦ 1
0 0  1010 I = T 1 1 * N
I F  ( 0 ( J ) . R E . P )  GOTO 1011
K*J
1 0 1 0  P=D( J>
1 0 1 1  T F ( K . E O . T )  GOTO 1012  
0 0 0 * 0 ( 1 )
0 ( 1 ) rP
1 0 1 2  CONTINUE
1 0 0 9  CONTINUE
RETURN______
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SUBROUTI NE A V ( N » V » S ) 
n l ME N SI ON  V ( l ) , S ( 1 )
COMMON /10/ M (B000 )«A (SOOO)* TS(5ç« )
THE SUBROUTI NE AV COMPUTFS THE PRODl i rT R = A * \ / .
ПО 1 KM. N 
S(K)=0 
K1 = ï S ( K )
K2 = T S ( K ♦ 1 ) - 1  
no 2 I =K1  , K2  
J = M ( T )
2 S ( K ) = S ( К ) * Л ( I ) * V ( J )  
k3=K-1
no 3 1 = 1 , K3
K i = T S ( i i
K2 = Ï S ( 1 * 1 > - l
no 4 J = K 1 » K 2
T E ( M ( J )  . F O , K )  GOTO s
4 CONTI NUE
3 CONTI NUE  
GOTO 1
5 S ( K ) = S ( K ) * A ( J ) * V ( I )
GOTO 3
1 CONTI NUE  
RETURN 
ENn
SUBROUTI NE 0 R T S l M ( N » K , W » S * C » F P S * T , L 3 . t 4 )
П I MENS I  ON W( 1 )  , S ( 1 ) , C ( 1 )
THE SURBOUTTNE ORTSI M PrREORMS THE P E - O R t h o Go m A L I / A T I O N  OP THE m A T R t x
REWTNO 3 
ПО 1 L * l , K  
71=0  
N 1 = N , 1
REД П ( 3 )  ( S ( J )  ,  1=1, N 1 )
ПО 2 1 = 1 , N
2 7 1 = Z 1 * S ( I ) * W ( I )
7 2 = 7 1 / S ( N1)
ПО 3 1 = 1 , N
3 W( I ) * W ( I  ! - 7 2 * S ( I )
1 CONTI NUE
F = 0
0 0  I R  L = 1 , N 
l 8  F * P * W ( L ) * W ( L )
T = S OR T ( F )
c (k>1)=t
P RI NT  1 0 , N , K . T , r . S ( N l ) , 7 1 . 7 2  
10 p O R M A T ( 2 T 4 , 5 E l 6 . 4 )
I F ( T . G E , E PS) GOTO 7 
LAs-!
7 CONTI NUE  
0 0  20 1 = 1 *N 
20  W ( I ) = W ( I ) / Т  
T = 1
W ( N 1 ) = T
W R I T E ( 3 )  ( W ( î ) , T = 1 , N 1 )
q F O R M A T ( 3 l B , 3 E l B . 5 )
RETURN
ENO
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Program 6 is for tlie computation of eigenvalues of a 
nonsymmetric sparse matrix /see Problem 6/.
The program reads the parameters II,ill,112,EPS,EPS1 from 
the card in form (15,4F15.8 ), where N is the order of matrix, 
EPS is the accuracy of eigenvalues, EPS1 investigates the 
singularity. The nonzero elements of the matrix and their 
column index are read from file 2 in form (4(l4,El6.9))• The 
nonzero elements in file 1 should be arrenged by rows, the 
program reads N+l number from file 1 which points to the place 
of the first nonzero in each row in matrix. The end of nonzero 
elements is marked by a negative index.
The program executes the Lanczos method. The 
SUBROUTINE AX (N,S,x) and
SUBROUTINE AY (N,S,Y) are used for computations of
Tproducts S=AV and S=A Y. The tridiagonal matrix is 
formed in array B(.) and C(.) , /the third array
consists of ones/. The
SUBROUTINE SEAT ( N,111,112,19, S,EPS") and 
SUBROUTINE SAJS2 (N,P,NV ) compute the eigenvalues of 
the tridiagonal matrix belonging to the interval ( R1,R2 ) 
by means of the bisection method. The eigenvalues are formed 
in array B(.) in COMMON and they are written out.
The SUBROUTINE ORTOG performs the re-biorthogonali­
sation of the vectors.
If i Сц j <41 BPS'! in C 2.7 ) the matrix decompose 
to parts. The program compute the eigenvalues of the first 
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The program vising 71 qp in core and 115 seg in dise 
is suitable for the computation of the eigenvalues of a 
matrix with N 500 and the number of nonzero elements 
5000.
The list of the program:
THE PROGRAM COMPUTES THE REAL t l G E N  VALUES BELONG I N  [ NT ERVAL <R1, R2>  
THE LANCZOS METHOD THEN THE 3 I S E C T I  ON METHOD ARE U S E » .
THE I N P UT  OF PARAMETERS!
-  I S  THE OROER OF MATRI X  
PS -  I S  THE ACCURACY FOR EI GENVALUES
DIMENSION I S i 5 t l , I O < 5 . L l > , A ( 5 0 0 J ) , 3 ( 5 0 > , C ( 5 3 j » , < l ( 5 0  
1 j ) , X2 ( 5 0 J ) , Y i ( 5 Ci » ,  У 2 «5bÜ » , S ( 5ÜÜ)
COMMON / j . /  B , C  / 2 /  I  S» 1 0 1 A 
READ 1 , N , R l , R 2 , c P S , E P S l  
PRINT l » N , R l , R 2 » E P S  ,  EPS1  
Nl  = Ni-1 
N i = N - l  
RE WIN Э 1 
REMIND 2 
L3 = 2 
11= 1
REACH 1.9) (IS(I)» 1 = 1,Ni)
12 = I S  ( N « - ^ ) - l
THE NONZERO ELEMENTS AND THEIR COLUMN INDEXES ARE REV D FROM F I L E  2 
THE ARRAY ELEMENT IS(I) LOOKS FOR THE FIRST NONZERO ELEMENT I N  RDM I .
REA□(2 » 13) (10 (I) ,A (II ,1 = 1,12)
Pi I NT 10 ,(IOCI» ,A(I) ,I=i.,I2)
00 50 L=1,N 
DO 11 I = i, N 
Yl(I)=J.
X'. ( I )  =.  .
X 2 ( I ) = „




X I ( N 1 ) = 1 .
WRITE (31 ( X i m  , 1 = 1 , N 1 )
Mil ТЕ(4) IY1 (I) ,1=1,N)
C(i ) = 3
si=o
OO 12 1=1,N
12 Sl  = S t f  XI  ( I )  » Y l  ( I )
00 19 K=1,N
CALL A X ( N , S , X 1 )
S2 = Û
DO 13 1 = 1 ,N
13 S2= S2♦ Yl (I)'SIII
- 46-
PR I NT  2 5 , S l , S 2  
B( < I  = S 2 / S 1  
DO I L  1 = 1 , 4
I L  X 2 ( I ) = S  i l ) - B  (K)  * X i ( I ) - C ( K ) * X 2 ( I )
CALL A Y ( N, S , Y i )
DO 15 1= 1,  N
15 Y 2 ( I ) = S ( U - B ( K ) * Y 1 I I I - C ( K > * Y 2  ( I )
CALL ORT OG ( N , К ,  Xt  *Y2 »EPS1 »M, S3 * S X , S Y  , L3 )  
12 = K U
I r ( M . l T . o >  C ( K * l ) = j  
I r  ( M. EQ.  u) GOTO 6u 
GJTO 51
C ( K * 1 > = S 3 * S Y * S X / S l  
16J S1=S3
DO 17 1 = 1 , 4  
E= X К  I  )
XI  l I )  = X2  ( I »
X ? ( I ) = E  
E = Y 1 ( I )
Yl ( I )  * Y 2  ( I )
17 Y? ( I  ) =E 
1Э CONTI NUE
I F C L . E Q . N )  GOTO 2j 
GOTO 51
5 PRI NT 1 U , L , S 1 , <
5L CONTI NUE  
I L = K - I  1 * 1
PRI NT 2 5 ,  ( 3 m  , C ( I )  , 1  = 1 1 , 1 2 )
DO 15 1 = 1 , N  
15 C ( I )  = C I I * 1 )
DO L i  1 = 1 1 , 1 2  
1 3 = 1 - 1 1 * 1  
0 ( 13»  = 3 ( 1 »
C( 13» = C (  I»
L I  CONTI NUE  
R3= RI  
R+ = R2
C*LL SEAT ( I L , R 3 , R L t N S  , S , E P S )
Z THE EI GENVALUES ARE WRI TTEN OUT
•s
DO 1L2  1 = 1 * .  12 
1 3 = 1 2 - 1 * 1  
15= 1 2 - 1 * 1 1  
1L2 S( I  5» =S ( 15)
I '  = I l * N S - 1  
PRINT ^ ,NS
PRINT 2 2 , ( 1  , S ( I )  , 1  = 1 1 , 1 7 )
II = 12
I F ( K .  GE.  N) GOTO 2L
47 -  .
03 42 I = j . , 1  
Xi. СI» = j .
4? Y.  ( I l  =L .
GOTO 163
20 PRI NT Í 3 , L , S 1
2 4 CO MTI NUE
25 F 03  14T (2 Eid» 9)
9 FORMAT ( 1 5 1 5 )
U  FO R 14 T ( 4 ( 1 4 , E l b .  9)1 
23 F I R 1 4 M 7 H  b Z ING « * I  5 ,  £ 1 5 .  5)
2? F J R 1 4 I  (4 H-E I G  , I  5 ,  El 9 . 9 )
1 F 3 R 1 4 T I I 5 ,  4 E 1 5 . 8 )
£13
S J3R3JT I NE A X ( N ,S« X )
D I ME N SI ON  3 ( 1 )  , X  ( 1 )
CO110 N / 2 /  I S  l; U l  . I O ( 5 o ù J )  , A ( 5 0  00)
•J
;  n e  SJ3RPUTI NE AX COI PUTES THE p r o o u c t  s =a * x .c
00 1 1 = 1 , 1  
S ( t ) = ü 
K< = IS ( I  )
K 7 = I 3  ( I * x ) - 1  
DO 1 K=KK,  KV 
J= I  0(  < I
1 S ( I  ) =S ( I  ) f  A (K)  * X (Jl
RET J R I
E U
SU3R3 JT I  NE A Y ( N , S» Y )
D I 1 E 1 3 I O N  3 U ) ,  Y ( i )
C011ON /2/ I S  ( 5 .  i ) , I0(5j L J ) , A (50OÛ )
C THE SUBROUTINE AY COMMUTES THE PROOLCT S=Y*A
00 1 J = 1 , N  
S( J)  = ü 
00 1 1 = 1  ,1 
I < = 1 5  ( I )
I /  = 13 ( I *  11 -  1 
00 3 K = I K , I \ /
I F ( I O  ( K l  .ECU J)  GOTO 4
3 CONTINUE 
1 CO NTI  NUE
GOTO 5




48 -  ■
49 -  .
S'J 3RD U T I  Ne. S A Jo £ ( N « P , N V )
COMMON / 1 /  3 ( 5  . ) , C ( 5 u b )
L ) G I C  A L L
SJ 3RD J T I  N i  SA JS 2 COMPUTES THE NUM3ER OF CHANGE OF S í i  N I N  THE SEQUENCE 
OF HI  NOR S.
N/  = U
L = • TR JE.
01 = 1.
02 = B( i  ) -  P
I r ( 0 2 )  3 , 5 , 5
3 L= « NOT .  L 
N7 = 1
5 CONTINUE  
OD 1 1 = 2 , N
0 0  2* ( 3 ( I » - P ) - C ( I - 1 ) * 0 1
01 = U2
02 = 0
I F ( L . A N O . D . G E . . D R * . N O T . L .  A N O . O . L T . u . O )  SOTO 1 
NV = N\M- i  
L = . N J T . L
1 CONTINUE
2 FORMAT ( 1 5 , 2E1 6.  7)
RETURN
END
SJ 0 R O J T I  NE O R T O G ( N , K , X 2 , Y 2 , E P S , H , S 3  , 5 1 , S 2 , L 3 >
OI ME NS I OK  X 2 ( i . ) , Y 2 ( 1 ) , U ( 5 û d l , V C 5 Ü Ô >




DO 1 1 = 1 ,<
Z I « .
Z2 = D 
NL =Nf  1
RE A 0 ( 3 ) ( U ( J ) , J  = i , N l )
REAO(<*> ( i / ( J ) , J = l , N )
03 2 1 = 1,N 
Z l = Z l » V ( I »  *X 2 СI  >
Z 2 = Z 2 « - U ( H  * Y 2 ( I )
2 CONTINUE 
Z5= Z l / U ( Nl )
Z 5 = Z ? / U ( N 1 )
00 3 1 = 1 , N
X? ( I )  =x2 m - Z 5 * u m
3 Y2 ( I » = Y 2  ( D - Z 6 *  Y(  I )
1 CONTI NUE
L2=L3
OD 17 L = L 2 , N
S i « ' .
32= i
OD k I  =1 ,N
Sl = SIH-X2 I I I * X 2 (  I >
4 S2= S2♦ Y2 ( I I  * Y2 ( I  ) . . .  _
50 -  .
-  51 -  .
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